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Eastern Europe: PoA implementation 2020-22

- Manufacturing: 12
- Transfers: 15
- Brokering: 14
- Stockpile: 14
- Destruction: 5
- Seizure: 11
- Record keeping: 14
- Tracing: 11
- Record keeping: 14
Eastern Europe: Assistance requests, 2020-22

- Manufacturing: 15%
- Transfers: 20%
- Brokering: 7%
- Stockpile: 29%
- Destruction: 14%
- Seizure: 14%
- Record keeping: 15%
- Tracing: 23%
Gender considerations & data
Concluding remarks

- Progress in implementation of key provisions of the PoA and ITI at the national level in all corners of the world, but not always easy to discern where the gaps remain or effectiveness of national measures
- Assistance requests vary between the regions and not always possible to clearly identify priority needs
- Repeat requests – needs not met (or report not updated)?
- Much to discuss on international cooperation and assistance